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Executive Summary:

On this paper, I attempted to interpret my learning through the internship period and to project the research report under the title of “Approach of grow n excel in the recruitment function of corporate industry”.

As a HR major student, it was a privilege for me to work as an intern at “grow n excel- An HR management & consultancy firm”, such organization practice all the core functions of human resource management and provide ample range of HR services. So, I would rather refer these three months as an intensive learning period that boost my interest to establish career in HR field and gain some practical knowledge on HR. I worked under the supervision of Head Hunting department where firstly I learned about different recruitment services and later on assigned to complete the recruitment service of our client organization. I also had the opportunity to participate on brochure writing for one of their sister concerns.

The report that I have written is about the significant approach of grow n excel in providing recruitment service mainly in corporate sector. Being a HR consultancy and recruitment firm, they serve different HR services but the lion share is recruitment. The core function of grow n excel is talent acquisition which is known as head hunting, staffing for mid & level position. One of their sister concerns, which is initiated to serve right candidate in RMG sector. Dynamic Resource, another sister concern, currently handle three types of recruitment- Recruitment service for mid and entry level position, Volume hiring means supplying right caliber of talents in bulk, staffing refers to sort of outsourcing service for big organization. Background check makes a hiring successful. So, grow n excel has come out with their sister concern, named Smart Check- that solely works rigorously on verification of applicants of their clients. I attempted to write elaborately on these four departments about their functions, process, works and clients of recruitment. I tried to portray a full picture of grow n excel recruitment service. The reasons behind choosing recruitment/ executive search firm and the level of benefits that organization used to ripe from them is also attempt to cover. By analyzing the above mentioned points, the significant performance and success within only nine years, can be seen. As my primary source of data, I interviewed the employees working there and their database. And for secondary source, I selected company website, text book and internet article on recruitment.

I concluded this report by the findings and related recommendations from my three months of experience. No work in this world is above criticism so I found some loopholes too including the size of manpower they run with, technological stagnation and branding. So, with my little knowledge I recommend some ways to sort these obstacles out.
Company Background
Introduction and Company Profile:

Grow n Excel started its journey with an aim to help individuals and organizations by providing a wide range of HR & Management consulting services. Their in-depth knowledge and understanding of best in class HR practices enables them to successfully deliver customized services to their clients. They focus on being the premier Human Resources & Management consultants in the country and deliver its core values - Professionalism, Passion and Client focus. grow n excel maintains a strong professional network across the region and internationally to share skills & expertise to support its clients' growing needs. The company has a number of highly motivated and dynamic young professionals in the area of HR Services, Resourcing, and Learning& Development to deliver premier services to their clients. Inappropriate and inadmissible recruitment costs a lot for an organization. Therefore, to help out the organization by providing right employee at the right place on the right time, grow n excel locate the right caliber of talent for client organization. It serves a wide range of industries including FMCG, RMG & Textile, Telco, IT, Bank & other financial institutions with mid level and top level employees.

History of grow n excel:

The company was found and initiated by Mr. M. Zulfiquar Hussain, CEO and Lead Consultant of grow n excel. He has more than 12 years of experience as Human Resources Director/Head of Human Resources in Citycell & Nestle. He took various change management initiatives in Citycell. Before joining Citycell, he was the Head of Human Resources of Nestle Bangladesh Ltd. (a fully owned subsidiary of Nestle S.A. Switzerland) for more than a decade. He played an important role in establishing Nestlé’s operation in Bangladesh and set up the HR function at the company. As part of professional development programs, he participated in large number of training programs, seminars and workshops in the area of Human Resources Management, Leadership & Change Management in various countries, and still enjoys conducting training programs on a regular basis. He actively participated in various HR forums of different trade bodies and chambers, and also taught at the leading business schools (North South University, BRAC University) of Bangladesh. Over the years, by serving a niche market, grow n excel has occupied its position in recruitment service industry and continuously spreading its wings to different industries.
Services they offered:

Grow n Excel used to believe that the success of its lies on the performance of the potential employees whom it has referred. The target behind its services is not only to guide companies to get the best fitted personnel but also to ensure that those persons have the capability and potential to align their talent and ambition with company culture and operation. Grow n Excel believes in employee enrichment. The more skilled and knowledgeable our workforce is, the more chance it has to illustrate its satisfied client list. Its employees do have a good knowledge over the job market trend and they are passionately enthusiastic to collaborate with the company in getting the best hiring in time. By servicing diversified industries for number of positions, year by year it is getting experienced that has reduced its margin of error. Though it is working on number of different companies but it used to try to maintain customer personalization. That means ever for the same post, its service is nonbiased and varied from client to client according to their requirement and flexibility. Being a Human Resource and Management Consultancy firm, it always on its way to ensure that it covers all the important aspects of human resource services and through its services, its clients gets the privilege to gain competitive advantage. Core services that it is used to provide is given below-

![Figure: Services provided by grow n excel](image-url)
Business Operation:

As an ideal HR management & consultancy firm, grow n excel practice an extensive business operation which covers a potential practice of human resource field-

- **HR Planning and Strategy**
  - Vision- Values Framework
  - Organizational Diagnostics
  - Employee Value Proposition
  - Comprehensive HR Process
  - HR Audit

- **Attraction and Change**
  - Executive Search
  - Recruitment and Selection Service
  - Organizational Restructuring
  - Change Management

- **Organizational Development**
  - Performance Management
  - Talent Management and Succession Planning
  - Leadership Competency Model
  - 360 Degree Feedback

- **Rewards and Retention**
  - Compensation Survey
  - Compensation and Benefit Management
  - Job Evaluation
  - Employee Engagement Survey
### Learning and Development programs:

#### Management
- Personal Effectiveness
- Managerial Effectiveness
- Team Building
- Effective Communication Skill
- Effective Presentation Skill
- Problem Solving and Decision Making
- Mastering Negotiation
- Effective Performance Management

#### Leadership
- Leading Change
- Becoming an Exceptional Coach
- Positive Leadership for Organizational Success
- Executive Coaching

#### Functional
- **grow n excel Seminar**

---

Figure: Business Operation of grow n excel

Figure: Learning and Development Programs
Search Process of grow n excel:

Grow n Excel has designed its search process in a very clean, thorough and processed way that differentiates it from the competitors. Strong resources, skilled employee base, market knowledge and industry expertise, have made the search process as efficient as it always keeps a straight performance level. After searching, they start a strategic mapping process which they can use further as a database. Through mapping, they find out the right caliber of candidate whom has the aptitude to match client’s requirement. With the short listed candidates, they ascend to have a telephone interview session, while the candidates are being notified for the job offer and at a time the interviewer notices the candidate’s speaking ability, accent and positive vive. Later, an one more short listing session takes place and best resumes are sent to the client. It basically applies a partnership approach which confirms the success of both its clients and candidates.

Figure: Search Process of Grow n Excel
Sister Concerns of grow n excel:

Dynamic Resources:

Dynamic Resources, a sister concern of grow n excel, aims to provide value added staffing, volume hiring and recruitment service by a technically skilled team and professional way. To find the exact match of candidate with the right caliber of talent, Dynamic Resource believes that it is essential to be self-motivated. From briefing to interview, every phase of recruitment needs extensive research, passion and responsibility that Dynamic Resources always promises to deliver. In concerned with management philosophy and core values of organization, it incessantly works on to create an alignment between the workforce and the employers.
Apparel Talent:

Unlike Dynamic Resources and grow n excel, Apparel talent works for RMG sector, textiles and other associate industries. Through their services- executive search and talent management, they co-operate their client companies to expand their business by placing the perfect talent. And their effective workforce paves their way to become a very renowned HR firm for apparel industry.
Grow n excel does not limit its service range only by recruiting and hiring services. It also helps their client through verification of the new employees. Thus Smart Check has born as their third sister concern. Aiming to place the most accurate and credible employee, it offers the background screening solutions and number of different verification services to phase out the organizational ambiguity and make their operation faster.
Operational Network Organogram:

Currently grow n excel has about twenty three employees including interns who are working within the firm and the number of outsourced employee who are generally known as third party employees is about three hundred. The workforce is such efficient and expert that with this little number of employees they are capable to handle its huge client pool including local companies, MNC and RMG sector. To make their operation smooth and meet the demand of clients in time, they used to follow a flat organizational structure which has made their corporate environment more flexible and quick in delivery.

Figure: Operational Organogram (Appendix 2)
Mission and Vision of grow n excel:

With a mission to help individuals and organizations, grow n excel is engaged in providing wide range of HR & Management consulting services. We have in depth knowledge and understanding of best in class HR practices which help us to successfully deliver customized services to our clients. grow n excel aspires to be the premier Human Resources & Management consultants in the country and is strongly driven by its core values - Professionalism, Passion and Client focus.

Considering the enormous potential of our country and its transformation, together we all have a role to play in unleashing individuals' potential and developing human capital. Towards this direction, we assist our clients in enhancing organizational capabilities to meet tomorrow's challenge.
My Job at grow N excel
Generally an intern gradually works for different departments in the organization to learn new lessons, techniques, and responsibilities and understand a job. But, from the very first day, I was assigned in the Head Hunting department where my major responsibilities were talent acquisition and head hunting. In this chapter, my job and work that I have done for grow n excel is going to be described-

**Head-Hunting/ Executive Search:**

In one line, my job is to search the perfect matching candidates as per the requirements of our clients. And till now, I have worked for several positions which covered from entry level like distributor sales representatives to head of branch for number of companies including Pheonix Leasing Co., Mobil Jamuna Lubricants Bangladesh Limited, IPDC, Totalgaz, IBPL CocaCola, EON group, Marico Bangladesh, Transcom Consumer Products Ltd., British Council and Unilever Bangladesh Ltd. The search process is very precise and concluded of following steps-

- At first, I used to have a briefing session based on the job description send by our clients with my supervisor. As usual, job description conveyed the detail information about that vacant position, the type of personnel they want, the required qualification (both academic and professional) and if there is any previous company preference. We accustomed wise analyze the company financial condition, culture, values, background, magnitude of ability and hiring goal for that particular position. I along with all the other employees shared a common goal to place the nearly most appropriate CV in the shortest possible time.

- After that, we usually had a short discussion with our clients over the phone. There we let them know about the ability of us to recommend resumes and our preferred monitory values for this job. If they agreed, we would have started searching for resume.

- For sourcing CV, firstly I preferred to use grow n excel’s own established HRIS (Human Resource Information System) where all the resumes are reserved in an organized industrial basis. And this is effective to use for time saving and reserving confidentiality. If it does not work, I would go for external sources. Conjointly, we used bdjobs.com as a trusted CV bank to access the right pool of desired candidates. To make the job easy, we divided the CV bank in different segmentation-
  - Industry wise segmentation
  - Type of company
  - Department wise segmentation
  - Work Area within
  - Skill Proficiency
  - Education
  - Experience
Subsequently, when the CV sourcing is been finished, I started calling the target candidates and asked for their personal updates resumes from the interested candidates. Then, all the CVs send by them were saved in a different folder.

I also had to check each resume for any common errors, made them corrective and branding them with grow n excel watermark and finally converted the resumes into PDF format.

From the interested candidate, we made short listing of the bests of them, ranking those resumes and then send them to our clients.

**Mapping:**

In here, grow n excel, mapping refers the improvement of database of employees from a specific or various industries all over the country. Interns are especially assigned with this specific job. Throughout my internship period, I maintained and developed the database several times, sometimes it was for grow n excels’ updated purpose and sometimes to help our clients. As for my job, I have developed a database of head of HR and important HR position holders for different industries and marketing sector officials from good academic background across the country (appendix).

**Brochure and Proposal Writing:**

Since grow n excel three different sister concerns, so obviously they have clients from different industries. That’s why to attract them they usually make different brochure and proposal for each sister concern. And proposal writing needs more time, creativity of employees as well as sitting up together to specified and merges the contents. As an intern, I got opportunity to write and modify a brochure on Dynamic Resources with the Senior HR Associate of consultancy department, Sabrina Arifin Khan. I was just an intern then and had a very little knowledge about the functions and areas of that sister concern and moreover it was my first content write up. So, I had to sit with her different times to have a better understanding about the topics that must be highlighted to our clients and how to cover the whole theme just within few pages. And I got the chance once to sit with our CEO, Mr. Zulfiquar Hussain on that proposal issue.

**RPO (Recruitment Process Outsourcing):**

As an established Human Resource firm, grow n excel is always ready to serve their clients in every possible HR services and on the basis of this, they used to arrange recruitment process outsourcing service, where on behalf of the clients they arrange the recruitment session and take
all the responsibility, duty and liability of that. During my internship, I successfully completed recruitment process outsourcing of two multi-national companies as part of a team. And these two are-

- Glaxosmith Kline Bangladesh- Future Leadership Program. My job was database entry and calling the candidates.
- Citi NA- Management Trainee Position. The duty was short listing the candidates, database entry, calling and script checking.

Aspects of Job Performance:

In our BBA academic courses we usually only learn the theory part of HR, the origin of different theories, their categories, needs analysis and where to apply them. But in internship, we mainly get the opportunity to apply our academic idea into practical field, imply our skills and knowledge. Three months is little time of period, but I would rather address this as a learning period indeed. It gave me the chance to experience a little glimpse of corporate world, developed and shaped my career goal, brought me on board with HR practices. Some facts that can be said the yield of my internship are-

- **Walked into Pragmatic HR Field:** Alike CA firm for accounting, HR firms are the best place for human resource background graduates for learning. It enables me to relate the theoretical aspects of human resource with practical implication. Through my jobs and responsibilities, I learned the insightful technique of recruitment process which brought my interest up writing my internship paper on this core function of HR. It made me understood that employee engagement, motivation program, consultation, training these all are the famous areas of human resource which we have gone through for the academic purpose but are quite difficult to manage and different in practical world.

- **Enhanced Communication Skill:** In consideration of being a head hunter, it was duty to contact with both clients and candidates especially with the candidates. Making them understand about the job description over the phone was not easy but there was no option out. As a result, I had asked to have a clear and specific communication with them while maintaining pure professionalism. And I had to report my supervisor about the progress of work. So, basically it has enhanced my communication skill over working.

- **Advanced MS Office Skills:** By working with employee database, brochure and proposal writing my skills over MS word, MS power-point, MS- excel has developed and boost my efficiency. Through proposal writing, I was able to build up my writing skill, vocabulary and strategic write up. When worked on brochure, I learnt the different use of power-point functions which upgraded my
professionalism skill. And database management and modification, made myself quick in data entry and have learned some keyboard shortcuts.

- **Developed Analytical Skill:** As per my job I needed to be pretty much analytical and understanding to respond quickly. And sometimes I had to work under pressure when numbers of submissions were held to due in a short time. It basically, made me more analytical and efficient in work.

**Critical Observation and Recommendation:**

1. **Observation:** Nothing is smooth without loopholes. As an intern, working over three months I have noticed some mismanagements but some of those cannot be ignored and these are-

   - **Scarcity of Resources**-This was the problem that I had suffered from the first two months of my internship period. The number of laptop, printer and scanner are less than necessity and some of the computers did not work. Moreover, that office had no photocopy machine so employees had to go outside for copying. That was obviously distracting and efficiency killing. Even in time of calling, employees sometimes had to use their own phone because unavailability of office phone. So, presence of these insufficient resources decreases the potentiality of firm’s human resources.

   - **Communication Error**-It is a very common problem for each employee working there. But this was mainly caused by the outsider for example the client and candidates, which result in delaying work submission and creating inconvenience between the supervisor and employees.

   - **Absenteeism**-This is a significant problem about which the authority must get conscious about. The authority is not strict enough to emphasize the time management on employees. As a result, a bad tendency had grown up in them coming office lately. And though the office hour is about 8 hours long, most of the employees tried to sign off as early as possible. Similarly with other companies, it has 6 working days per week but it is rare to watch presence of all the employees in all those 6 day. While it has precedent of 12 days of casual leave a year but I had never seen any employee to seek casual leave order. This can result in high turn-over rate.

   - **Absence of Motivation**-Compensation benefit package is very important parameter for an organization to show its sensitivity towards its employees. It can be both monetary and non-monetary. Nevertheless employees value the monetary benefit in real life much. So, the salary, bonus and incentive package should be attractive enough motivating the employees. From my observation and the pretty much conversation that I had with employees working there, indicated that from their perception they are little paid
comparing with the effort they have to give. As well as performance based salary structure can cause misconception among the employees. This cartons the efficient wok environment in grow n excel.

- **Unsuitable Work Environment** - Number of housekeeper is less than required. So, the clean, standard and hygiene environment that is usual inside of an office is day by day becoming unusual there.

2. **Recommendation**: The problems stated above reflecting from my three months of work experience and I believe each one of limitation from those can be cleared up if necessary measures are taken. So, I would like to recommend-

- Investing more on their company and employees to upgrade their work environment, make more resources available and allocate properly, motivate the employees, strengthen organizational value and culture.
- Be responsive to employees demand, need and complain. Investigating their problem, understanding them and finding out the urgent initiatives that can sort out the problem whether this is monetary or non-monetary dilemma. At the same time make the employees enabled to condemn by the rules and regulations. The sign in and sign off process should be introduced technologically. Therefore, authority can monitor which employee is coming late and who is leaving early and based on that they can take necessary steps like cutting down a fixed percentage of his/her daily wages, or giving nudge the three consecutive later comers and no one is allowed to stay at office after office hour even after completing his dues because it makes the office environment suspicious sometimes.
- Communication between the supervisor and subordinates should be clear, understanding and transparent. There must not be last line untold. And during discussion, juniors should get the obligation to share his opinion and feedback if necessary. This will help them to eradicate the frequency of confusions and make the work meeting the deadline.
Project Part:
Approach of Grow n Excel in Recruitment Function of Corporate Industry
Background of the Project:

“Never hire someone who knows less than you do about what he’s hired to do.” - Malcolm Forbes, Forbes.

In very simple words, if the person we are hiring now has a very little idea about his/her upcoming responsibilities and jobs, we afraid to expect him to turn out an asset. Recruitment and hiring is the doorstep of any company’s progression and success. Presence of inefficient and less skilled employees with little knowledge can run an organization backward and can cause company’s huge cost. Because, performance of an organization is the yield of the individuals they employs, strategies they implied and the staffing process related decisions have direct impact on an organizations success or failure thereof. Previously, some employers did not take the necessity of recruiting and hiring on account. Therefore they were ready to bear the extra cost for employee training and grooming and compromise with company’s slow growth. But the time has changed now. Recruitment is reviewed as the most important and effective parameter for measuring the effectiveness of any HR team. For hiring permanent employees, the first critical decision that needs to be addressed is whether it is internal and external recruitment. Even though external recruitment does have some disadvantages but to bring new ideas, expand knowledge base and create a change within organization, company often prefers external hiring. Eventually, in this competitive job market and availability of enormous job seekers day by day it is becoming harder for company’s human resource department to recruit the right person adequately after managing all the other organizational human resource operations. Staffing agencies known as recruitment firms can detect and prescreen a candidate for employers. Whereas organizations view these functions as most time consuming, expensive and salubrious process so they chose agencies to handover these functions. Meanwhile, it mitigates the chances of violating company laws and current employee biasness over screening. Hence, the emerging industry of recruitment and consultancy firm promptly grab the market through obtaining the attention of company’s HR departments in different industries and presenting the idea and necessity of them. Executive search are viewed as specialized over prescribing skilled technical, senior and executive level positions. They usually work for a contractual period and charge a significant charge for their service from employers means the clients. But, in our country, if the search is not successful, they will not get any payment. At present, there are around thirty one HR agency and consultancy firms are operating in Bangladesh and only within nine years “grow n excel” has secured its placed on top 5 recruitment agency. This has been possible due to the competent performance and dedication of the employees. In these years, grow n excel has recruited around one thousand people for many organization in various industries from entry level to top level position. And the client list is concluded of around one hundred plus companies including multi-national companies and big textile players. Their major function is head hunting refers to different types of recruitment including executive search and through their sister concerns they also demonstrate the consultation, payroll management and verification functions of human resource management. For cost benefit analysis, technological support, reducing
permanent workforce liability and competing in global market, companies are getting interested in outsourcing. For providing outsourced worker, recruitment firms are perfectly professional and trustworthy. On this paper, coherently I am going to evaluate the approach of growth excel in recruitment function of corporate industry.

**Why Recruitment Firm?**

Disregarding of the success rate, services of recruitment firms is getting popular because of some significant benefits they offer to organization. The list is given below-

- **Faster Response**
  - Better and faster performance in locating talent
  - Specialized on specific industries
  - Having extensive networks and large contacts

- **Access to unemployed**
  - Address and contact unemployed candidates
  - Able to keep organization’s identity confidential

- **Internal Checking**
  - Can help the organization by offering job organization’s own employees to check their interest and loyalty towards the firm
  - Offering organization kind of secretly hiring

- **“Anti-Raiding” Agreement**
  - Kind of agreement signed by the firm where stated that the firm is not allowed to work for any other employers or clients for searching candidates in a given time of period.
  - Not available in Bangladesh

Figure: Reasons for choosing recruitment firm
**Objective:**

From looking upon overall functions of Grow n Excel to precisely evaluate its role in recruitment and hiring functions. The paper is about the different unique recruitment processes that Grow n Excel used to follow in serving their clients.

- The necessity and activities of grow n excel as a successful recruitment partner of today’s corporate industry.
- Volume hiring, Executive Search, RPO (Recruitment Process Outsourcing), Head hunting these is the basic methods that this organization used to practice for recruiting.
- There will also be an intensive study about the work role and impact of the three sister concerns of Grow n Excel and how each part work in a collaborative way.
- And lastly to what extents clients are dependent on Grow n Excel to find out the right candidate.

**Methodology:**

Exploratory research has been used here which basically means going through collecting practical data or primary information search rather than using already established secondary data.

*Sources of primary data:* Mainly discussion with the employees whom are working here, my supervisor and employees from other sister concerns.

*Sources of secondary data:* Company website, magazine, company report and other research paper on recruitment.

**Scope:**

Food of this paper was came from my direct experience while doing internship at grow n excel. Exceptionally useful learning that has prepared me for my forth coming long career in Human Resource Management. So, the foundation of this paper, based on which I have conducted this research is the information that the employees working here are provided me. With that I have tried to relate and compare the theories that I have learned in my university courses with my own logic and statement. Few sensitive information have not disclosed here because of company’s confidential purpose.
Limitations:

During writing this research paper I have encountered with a number of constraints. Therefore, the effect of those on the final execution of this paper cannot be eliminated. As I got the opportunity to work for only one department there from the very first day, so it was pretty time consuming for me to gather information by interviewing the other employees besides my knowledge about other HR firms was quite shallow. So, the list of limitations that I have faced is given below-

- **Time Constraint:** I used to have eight hours of office time every day from 10am to 6 pm. So, logically it was pretty difficult for me to pull off the whole write up in time. And writing a research paper within 2 months is not easy as well.

- **Scarcity of Secondary Data:** it was hard to manage a good number of previously done papers on grow n excel whatever it is research paper, journal or any kind of term paper. A few very were available about grow n excel or any other HR management and consultancy firm. But I did not find any of these about recruitment function.

- **Grey Idea about the Competitors:** before starting my internship, I literally had no knowledge on consultancy firms and their operations. And during my internship period, though I have gather much knowledge grow n excel and their HR services. But I was lag behind in gathering information about their competitors. Because they were not really interested to share the intense data of their competitors and I had not got the chances to reach out directly to the competitors to collect data.

- **Engaged in only one department:** I was recruited as an intern for the talent acquisition or head-hunting department and later on I have only worked at that particular area. Though through interviewing, meeting and consultation I was able to get the basic work function and services that are provided by the other sister concerns. Still as I did not work directly with them, so basically I did not gain the practical experience. But if it so, it will surely be an aid to make a more useful, detail and intensive research paper.

- **Non-disclosure of confidential data:** As I was told and warned about not sharing any of the company’s financial, planning, databases, CV bank or strategies to assist them keeping the competitive advantage over market so, in this paper I am not going to write about any of these.
Approach of Grow n Excel in Recruitment Function of Corporate Industry:

Recruitment functions that they practice:

The primary focus of grow n excel was to help out large companies in selecting the right caliber of talent for important positions. With passage of time and accordance of expansion of business they had begun to work with different companies from entry level to top level positions. Furthermore, they launched three sister concerns and two of those was initially functioned to pave their way in recruitment operation. A diagram is given below which summed up the whole operation at a glance.

Figure: Practiced Recruitment Functions

Head Hunting: Basic grow n excel recruitment service is known as head hunting. This service is offered only for the top level positions and they used to maintain a potential privileged client base. Some of its competitive clients are IBPL Coca-Cola, Mobil Jamuna Lubricants, Glaxosmithkline BD, Citi NA, British Council. Top level positions like Manager, Sales Manager, Branch Manager, General Manager, Head of Departments, Director of corporate affairs and other important managerial and administrative positions are included in their services.
The reason behind this classification is these positions should be filled with experienced, skilled, knowledgeable, sensitive and impactful personnel. Because, if a wrong or not so perfect person is been chosen, it will become a long term loss for the company. And our clients will lose confidence upon grow n excel, as a result it will lose its market and competitors will grab that. And if the selection goes perfect, further more clients will come through client’s reference. These crucial positions need more time, analysis, effort and experience to get the perfect match. So, grow n excels’ special head hunter team used to go through several assessments to identify the exact match. For confirmation and get the right understanding of job description they communicate with their clients regularly. This whole process is divided among the head hunters like one is used to up for contacting with the clients, one is assigned for sourcing and mapping resume and one is called for calling the candidates. A very well managed work along with much time efficiency, they deliver a strong pool of candidates to their client.

Recruitment Process Outsourcing: By definition we used to know that recruitment process outsourcing is a kind of business process outsourcing when an employer hand over all or part of their recruitment activities to an external service provider. The external service provider has the liberty to provide its own stuff or to hire someone else but it depends on the company culture, value, hiring goal, technology, category and emergency of vacancy. But this is a perceptive BPO form where the RPO provider enjoys the ownership of designing and managing the whole recruitment process at a time the risk of being liable for the results. In our country, RPO service is practiced and grow n excel is known to be a good RPO provider. They have already provided service for few big organizations like glaxosmith Kline, Citi NA, HSBC and Airtel Bangladesh.
In case of RPO, employer share the job description with grown excel authority and appoint them to arrange a recruitment program. Sometimes on behalf of the employer, grown excel collect resumes from the interested candidate and sometimes employer share the CV bank. After sourcing, they make a short list based on their core requirement for the first round written test. For written test, in support of the employers, they themselves make the question paper, do booking the exam premises, call and send mail to the short candidates, mapping, do invigilation over the test and check the exam scripts. After result, they first contact with the employers to give the updates, to check that the previous requirements are still fixed or not and the satisfaction of them about the results. If the criteria get slightly changed, then according to that they make a change of results, reduce the list or add on more selected candidates. If it goes perfect, they will go for calling the candidates for interview. Occasionally they arrange the first round interview session on grown excel office and send the selected interviewees to the final round interview with the employers. They get a handsome charge for the service but it varies with the financial stability of the employers as they have no fixed rate. But since they always work for big organization in course of RPO, so generally the amount is good enough. Nonetheless, employer chose recruitment process outsourcing service for a number of reasons including cost minimization, quality hiring, time saving, talent management, brilliant stakeholder engagement and so on.

Apparel Talent- Executive search: Alike grown excel, its sister concern Apparel Talent is committed to guarantee sufficient hiring of the best existing professionals the market. Industry expertise, market intelligence and strong resource made the sourcing process so systematic that it meets the craved performance level of its customer. This particular sister concern actually works for Textile and RMG industry for different position and under the “executive search” they extricated their services for senior level positions like head of compliance, head of commercial, general manager- HR & Admin. Because grown excel believes that this particular industry is constantly growing and have the strongest contribution in country’s GDP. But sadly there is inadequacy of right caliber of talent to be positioned at mid and senior level positions. Employees working under this sister concern are equipped with good knowledge about exceptional challenges of the industry and have embraced experience of recruiting across different units including knitting, dyeing, cutting, sewing and washing. Dekko, Sinha, FCI, A&E, EPIC, DBL these are some of the giant clients that Apparel Talent is currently working with. And through this segmentation, it actually develops its employees more knowledgeable and competitive in market.

Dynamic Resources- Recruitment Services: Dynamic Resources has come out with its new section of program, Recruitment Services, is a professional recruitment medium specializing in the recruitment of permanent, contract and temporary positions from top to entry level on behalf of the local business firms. Ranges from front office to the managerial board room all categories of recruitment are going to be covered by this dynamite umbrella. On Recruitment Services, the core focus will be solely the local companies, banks and businesses. Local market is full of potential manpower and their operation will be filtering this huge pool to get the most required
gem for the perfect crown. Within local industry they are working with around ten different industries right now and some of them are Pharmaceuticals, NGO, Banks/ Non-Bank Financial Institutions, Hospitality and FMCG. The following characteristics have made them distinctive from the competitors-

Dynamic Resources- Volume Hiring: This service includes providing large number similar positions and number of multiple hiring for different positions. It enables the clients to control workforce flexibility, regulate workload fluctuations and save company time and money too. Dynamic Resources believe that each industry and its related company are unique from another so they carry out a systematic screening process to deliver each client’s specific stipulations. They render access to an established network of candidates, insightful knowledge about the changing market trends, locate the right person with right skill for the position and become preferred partner for volume hiring. One of the motto of Volume hiring to assist the companies in gaining competitive advantage.

They provide hiring for different positions but largely for entry level positions-

- Sales Field Force
- Medical Representative
- Customer Care
- Call Center
- Retail
- Technical and other Administrative Role

After sourcing and screening resumes in case of volume hiring, Dynamic Resources conduct the interview and assessment stage with candidates. Where they particularly focus on some generic
skills like attitude for success, work approach, negotiations skill, product detailing, target oriented, time management. The candidates are ranked and weighted based on the mentioned criteria. If necessary, they double the whole procedures.

Likewise requirement services, they cover a wide range of industries including Electronics, Automobiles, Security Firms, Local Group of Companies, Small Financial Institutions, Emerging Business House etc.

**Dynamic Resources- Staffing:** Dynamic Resources understands the essentiality of right employees to guarantee efficient and fast operations, which eases the achievement of greater organizational flexibility, boosts efficiency, decreased overheads and a convenient HRM (human resource management). That’s why they introduced staffing services providing organizations with various range of staffing solutions to enhance business growth and competitiveness. They co-operate the organizations to save time and be more focused on strategic and value adding action by implying employee outsourcing services to derive the economic and operational benefits. They conduct both managerial and administrative functions of stuffing. Different industries and client organization they are serving outsourcing right now is given below-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors</th>
<th>Clients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>SGS Bangladesh Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>Citibank NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMCG</td>
<td>Unilever Bangladesh Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology (IT)</td>
<td>Premier LP Gas Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquefied and Petroleum Gas (LPG)</td>
<td>Arla Foods Bangladesh Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical &amp; Electronics</td>
<td>Samsung India Electronics Private Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing, Inspections and Certifications</td>
<td>Edotco Bangladesh Co. Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ceylon Biscuits Bangladesh (Pvt.) Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Bosch (Bangladesh) Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schneider Electric Overseas Asia Pvt. Ltd.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for process, they used to follow same search process established by grow n excel but after the interview and assessment period they brought a slight change and that is job offer & orientation and payroll & benefit management.
Under job offer and orientation, they firstly conduct a briefing session where the candidates learn about the joining procedure. Dynamic Resources themselves process all the papers including appointment letter, insurance form, bank account form etc. also checking out references. Photo identification cards get issued and they arrange an orientation program for the newly joined employees. An orientation kit usually designed including job description, reporting format, compliance issues.

For payroll and benefit management they have established their very own procedure that is given below-

Figure: Staffing Process (Appendix)

Figure: Benefits and Payroll Management (Appendix)
Dynamic Resources maintain payroll process in such effective way that ensures the salary disbursement of the agents in due course. They usually look over different benefits like provident fund, gratuity, group insurance and hospitalization insurance for outsourced staff. They work intently with client organization to design agreed benefits as part of their service at the same time being liable for any action of the outsourced employees that cause the organization, arrange leave management and replacement.

**Verification, an Endorser of Successful Hiring:**

An employer simply cannot put a fruit in the basket without checking it. Because a rotten fruit can rot all the other fruits from the same basket, which will result in huge pay of the employer. A single employee with fabrication and misstatement can do the same for an organization. He has the chance to vulnerable the organizational reputation, work condition, increase employee termination rate and be the reason behind work place theft. An employer may count employee background check or verification as an extra expenditure and additional time expenses. But seriously concerning, for hiring a person for a permanent job, background check is not less important than tailoring his skills and knowledge required for the job. Background check is happened to be addressed as a core element of employee screening process. According to Klazema, there are about 10 reasons to verify employee background before finalizing an applicant’s employment—

1. **Checking criminal records**
   - sometimes previous criminal record posits a person as dangerous, unreliable, deceitful
   - sometimes these claims are outdated, irrelevant
   - and sometimes there can be no criminal record
   - but employers deserve every right to check out these documents.

2. **Presence of infringement that questions one's ability**
   - suspicious license in case of driving record and proof of fraught in case of credit payment can dismiss the chance of performing some particular jobs
   - but such areas where these are not required to check, this informations can be irrelevant.

3. **Fulfilling due dilligence and avoids laibility**
   - due to not verify employees background, employers can fall into deep hole by the misdeed of employees which is already previously practiced.
Accelerating the performance and procedures of corporate industry is always been all and end all of grow and excel. In consonance with their aim, they launch their sister concern, Smart Check,

4. Employee's total image
- candidates might include some extra spices about their attributes on their resume to charm the interviewer and get a better position
- an effective verification helps the job offerer to locate those facade and get the geniun one.

5. Ensuring safety
- a person who is a sex predator or with a treacherous criminal background can be a source impairment for both company's employees and customers.
- by reviewing background, organization can keep its customer and employee away from harm.

6. Healthy workforce
- employees equipped with recent past drug charges or addicted to drugs, both are harmful for an organization
- background check can assist companies to flag those applicants, cutting them of before employment.
- "zero tolerance" policy can be practiced.

7. Reveals dishonesty
- some employees often make up stories, illuminating job responsibilities, exterioring titles, even change the dates of previous employment.
- pre-employment background check is necessary in such cases which includes calling former employers, co-worker, going through the papers that they have given.

8. Verifying education and certifications
- verifying academic background and certification is evenly important like employment background check.
- this can be verified by legally approval or justifying information.

9. Eliminating Common worries
- background check can dodge common worries of employers and give them peace of mind to run their business efficiently.

10. Ensuring Right Hiring
- to avoid interview to know why hiring does not work out and repeatedly training session, every employers should run the background check.
- employers should acknowledge these time and cost expenditure of screening candidates as investment.
that offers a full range of reference and background verification service and is promised to deliver the most accurate and trusted solutions. An intensive screening can ensure hiring of a right candidate. And background check is an integral part of recruitment process. Smart Check accomplish their mission by strength of-

- A systematic process
- Team of qualified and experienced individuals
- Wide professional network and extensive contacts
- Accurate reporting
- Supportive candidate experience
- Delivery within agreed time frame

For serving their client organization by background checking, they have divided their services in five broad areas and these areas-

1) **Education Verification:** Education verification is used to complete through cross checking with respective institutions. Client organizations send all the documents and certificate of the applicants to Smart Check then they send their employee to respective institutions to verify on the spot. And sometimes by external sources they make it verified.

2) **Employment Verification:** Employment screening includes dates of employment, titles, duties and responsibilities, performances and circumstances of separation. To verify the recommendation and performance evaluation, they used to have calling and secret sitting session with previous employers and colleagues. Sometimes they ask for reference letter from the employer just to double check.

3) **Identity Verification:** This is done by examining appropriate documents to affirm the personal details. For example, to verify passport, NID and birth certificate, they used to visit Passport office, Election Commission Bangladesh office and respective City Corporations. And in time of rush, they collect the confirmation report via agents.

4) **Criminal Record Check:** By obtaining relevant information and certificates from concerned authorities. There they have two types of verifications- Police Clearance and Police Verification. In police clearance, candidate himself visits the Dhaka Metropolitan Police (DMP) to get the clearance and it takes about one week to complete. And for police verification, Smart Check contacts with special branch. After that, applies to local thana of respective area or district and lastly, fetch the certificate. This is a lengthy process which needs more than one month of time.

5) **Address Verification:** For address verification, they visit the mentioned location of permanent and present address and locate the specified address applicants have written.
**Others:** Despite of these verifications, they also check previous criminal record, drugs and medical test and personality verification.

**Benefits of the Client- Organization through Recruitment Firm:**

When an organization takes the help of an external recruitment partner, at first they make it sure that this decision is going to bring enormous benefits for both short and long term. Like other HR recruitment firm grow n excel has been serving its client organization for last nine years and its client band is enlarging every month. This is so because clients rely on the performances that grow n excel serves in name recruitment, executive search, staffing and verification. They reduce the overhead of client’s HR department and enable them to performance faster while upholding the quality intact. So, the benefits that the clients receive are given below-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Talent Positioned by grow n excel:

Serving a market successfully is challenging for any business and serving a niche market is even more difficult. Over the years, grow n excel has always proved itself as a reliable recruitment partner and responsive towards their clients demand irrespective of industries. Over its 9 years of operation, it has positioned around 1000 of personnel in different companies, sometimes as a bulk stuffing and sometimes as single hiring. But the records are not kept in systematical order so get the full history is difficult. Moreover, these are their confidential record so, as an intern I did not get the opportunity to have them. By interviewing two of their employees I fetched a few records of last year and the name of the companies and corresponded position that they successfully served are given below-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Company</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINHA Knit &amp; Denims Ltd.</td>
<td>General Manager Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINHA Knit &amp; Denims Ltd.</td>
<td>General Manager Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINHA Knit &amp; Denims Ltd.</td>
<td>Quality Control Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECCO</td>
<td>General Manager Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECCO</td>
<td>AGM HR &amp; Admin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulal Brothers Ltd.</td>
<td>Head of Marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulal Brothers Ltd.</td>
<td>Head of Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZXY International</td>
<td>Head of Commercial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlaxoSmith Kline</td>
<td>Marketing and Trade-Finance Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GlaxoSmith Kline</td>
<td>Finance Partnering Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Supply Chain Manger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Quality Assurance Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toatl gaz</td>
<td>Deputy Manager (Business Analysis &amp; Reporting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telenor</td>
<td>Communication Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American &amp; Efird</td>
<td>IT Executive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion
Finding and Analysis:

- Though grow n excel has been serving a huge client pool for the last 9 years and has put a very distinctive image in the area of recruitment but unfortunately they are sufferer of country’s one ongoing rule for consultancy firms and that is “no hit, no paid”. That means clients are liable to pay them if they are successful in recruiting candidates. When largely this is up to the employers of whether they hire the candidate or not. The duty of a recruitment firm is to source potential candidates and refer the resumes to the employer means their clients. But the amount of their time, energy and cost is not taken on account till the candidate is chosen and joins in the company. If so, then they get their fees otherwise they are bound to take this as a nonmonetary achievement or in easy word “experience”. Not only for grow n excel, I think for all the other recruitment firms this is a primary obstacle to growth.

- Undoubtedly, grow n excel is performing an epoch making role for shaping people’s career throughout the years but it is quite non-responsive towards the unemployed people. They used to only focus on the people who are currently active in job market while their clients have no such prejudice against unemployed candidate. Where in a developing country like Bangladesh the number of unemployment rate is rising with each day.

- Scarcity of manpower can be addressed as one of the most strong limitations of grow n excel. Serving hundreds of clients with only twenty employees actually reduces company’s efficiency. As a result, though the working hour is from 10 am to 6 pm, when the word load is high enough and bundled with consecutive submissions, employees are forced to stay up to 8 or 9 pm. So, this amount of pressure basically decreases their efficiency, energy and increases absenteeism.

- Maintenance of technology is another issue which is needed to be solved. They don’t follow any established HRIS- human resource information systems. As a result, managing database has become quite difficult for the employees and employees do not get the chance to make the best use of previously collected data. And each employee is happened to use company server to carry on their daily works but the server is not fixed and got crashed more often. As consequences, sometimes employee source resumes for the same position again just two months of discrepancy.

- A job becomes riskier when dependency on third party appears. The head hunters of grow n excel are undergoing this phenomena every day. They used to enact as bridge between the employers and candidates. So, for communication both the parties rely on them and treat them as medium. Therefore information laps create huddle and grow n excel becomes its only victim. Sometimes, companies shortlisted interested candidates and called them up for interview and candidates denying by stating that they are no longer interested. As a result, grow n excel held accountable for that and they forced to undergo the same CV sourcing process again. And sometimes the complaints are from interviewee because of the information disorder at interview session.
The market is getting competitive day by day. Numbers of new competitors are emerging into the market and the market is splitting off. In this situation, grow n excel needs to put more attention in networking and publicity. In spite of having giant companies as clients, grow n excel still remains unknown to general people and students and many new and small organizations. People tend to have little knowledge about the role and functions of consultancy and recruitment firms, and it has become a restraint towards its success so, they need to look upon it.

**Recommendation:**

- Size of the workforce should be enlarged. Because it’s becoming impossible to handle a giant client pool with little workforce. Grow n excel should employ more experienced employees to run the operations more efficiently and be quick in meeting deadlines. And in case of hiring their own employee they should not limit their preference only to the interns. New knowledge and ideas should be collaborated.
- Their attitude should be more investment oriented towards their employees and work environment. For employee training, refreshment and make them more job oriented, the work environment and office standard should get modified.
- As their market is getting competitive, and competitors are getting strong, they need to focus more on grabbing the market and make the entrance closed for new comers. And as a successful HR firm, it is displeasing that many of students from HR major background and people from different departments do not know grow n excel much. To response, they need to invest on branding and advertising of their own firm. They should participate on different seminars, brand forum, conferences, job fair; arrange university campaign to let the people to know about them. They should expand their network range from MNC to new local firms. New companies are emerging in the industry everyday so unless focusing on every category of organization, they cannot get reach out to the people every corner.
- Designing and start using an updated HRIS has become a must. The work they have done till now, employees have worked under them so far are not enlisted in their server. So, they need to establish their very own database management system to ease the operation and also appoint an IT engineer to look after the update and their websites. Because, now-a-days people used to search a company website to know about that company instead of people speaking. So, they to create upgraded websites with all the details which is going to help their clients and candidates.
- To eliminate the everyday nuisance created by third party, they should terminate the presence of third party in their operation. The accurate and unchangeable job description should be shared before commencing of recruitment process. And this should be clarified that the JD will be shared with candidates. Moreover when an applicant gets interested about the job offer, he/she will be told to send a consent mail to grow n excel what in
future will be forwarded to the employers. So, there will be no blame game and authority of grow n excel will be freed from the liability of future information misinterpretation.

- Instead of prioritizing the employed group, they need to add value on giving employment to the unemployed people. Therefore, if they start working on unemployed people, their rate of success rate may rise and the usefulness of recruitment firm can be realized by both the people and company.
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